
Blackwall Reach Resident Board 

Minutes of a meeting held on 2nd February 2021 at 18:00 via Zoom 

    

Present: Abul Hasnath                     Chair           
                     Nasima Bibi (NBI) 

                     Shopna Khan  

                     Shamsur Chowdhury 

                     Rani Begum 
                     Abdul Halim 
                      

 
                     Elaine Navin                  Regional Neighbourhood Services Manager 

                     Devika Dwarka              Neighbourhood Services Officer 

                     Iona Drummond            Development Manager 

                     Craig Lambeth              Senior Project Manager 

                     Neil Baron (NBAR)        Project Director  

           Mamnun Rahman         Community Development Project Officer 

                     Chloe Heaps                 Resident Involvement Officer 
                      

Item   Action 

1.  Welcome and Introductions 

AH welcomed everyone to the meeting.  

 

2.  
Apologies for Absence 
No apologies received.   

 
 
 

3. 
Corrections 
No corrections 

 

 

4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Minutes and Actions from last meeting 

The minutes were accepted as a true and accurate record. The action sheet 

was visited later on in the meeting, with the following discussed: 

Item 4.11 – Rubbish being thrown over balconies. No further update, DD 

and EN advised the incident from last week has been reviewed and nothing 

has been found. AH stated that it seems the cameras/ technology is not 

good enough, when there is other evidence to support the incidents, such 

as photographs taken by residents. EN agreed with AH as it is frustrating 

when things are not showing up on camera. She advised that Swan need to 

be making sure they are using the equipment effectively in order to identify 

where the incidents are coming from and they will be reviewing footage at a 

slower speed and within particular timeframes reported (half an hour each 

side of this). She hopes that they will be able to capture something and then 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



share these images safely with AH to resolve. This item to remain on the 

action sheet.  

SC also mentioned that it’s not just things being thrown from balconies, it’s 

also items being stolen, and cameras still do not pick anything up. SK 

advised that her children are scared to leave their bikes and scooters in the 

designated area as the tyres have been punctured a number of times 

before. EN advised that the bike store is locked, and people who have 

access are only other residents. SC advised that the basement has been 

unlocked for the last 2/3 weeks, which defeats the object. He advised he 

had his bike stolen last year. EN will speak with Jorgen Dyer tomorrow to 

investigate further. EN will ensure footage is reviewed - she advised that it 

might be that some camera angles are off, meaning things aren’t captured – 

but it could also be timeframes. AH asked whether cameras could be 

repositioned etc. EN explained that a cost would be involved in doing this, 

but it can be looked into.  

Item 4.1 - Martin to attend a meeting. MR advised that this would be taken 

back to the team to ensure Martin attends the next BRRB meeting. AH 

asked whether Service Charge could be added to the next agenda.  

Item 4.2 – Regarding fob system on bins. SK advised this is still a problem. 

Residents have to go to Camelia bins as there is no other choice. There is 

constant overfilling, but people in Camelia are using Blashill’s bin - this has 

been ongoing for 5 years. EN will take this back to see what can be done.  

Abdul Halim introduced himself as this was his first meeting – he advised 

he lives in the new block and he raised his concerns around the bins with 

DD separately – he advised it was Tower Hamlets council not collecting the 

bins; when they do collect on time there isn’t a problem. NBAR is aware of 

this, and it is due to Tower Hamlets lorries breaking down regularly. Swan 

keep on emptying them on behalf of the council. NBAR explained they are 

constantly onto the council regarding this and advised that residents can 

get in contact with the council too, and report to Politians, as this way it can 

make a difference. Action to be left on.  

Item 4.5 – MR advised he has supported a group in order to apply for 

funding for online coffee afternoon sessions.  

Item 4.8 – CL advised that photos and videos have been taken of the 

kitchen samples. He hopes to get these circulated to those effected by 

phase 2 soon.  

Item 4.9 - Patrols have taken place for Bullivant Street and surrounding 

areas.  SK reported that there is a woman who keeps trying to access their 

building. This has been occurring for a couple of weeks, she tries different 
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households and says she lives in the building but forgot her keys – it is 

always late at night when this occurs (after midnight). SK advised that it 

happened again yesterday, her son went down and told the woman to stop 

knocking as she is causing a disturbance. The woman sometimes has a 

man with her. The Blashill Court main door is broken, so they were able to 

get in the building. RB advised she had also spoken to the same woman, 

who tried to gain access. EN explained that this needs to be reported to the 

police, but Swan can look into what they can do to prevent this from 

happening. They can review images to try and identify who the person is 

and can look at injunction procedures but need evidence first to establish 

who they are. AH asked whether Parkguard could patrol this area too. EN 

advised she can request this, but Parkguard stop patrolling at 1am. SK 

advised that her son found the woman in the basement, where she was 

smoking weed. She did leave after being confronted. Members believed the 

woman was a rough sleeper, and not visiting anyone in the building. EN will 

take this back and will look at the basement, and anything that can improve 

the security in this area. SC advised that the cameras do not work in the 

basement. EN will speak to the relevant staff members on this.  

Abdul Halim wanted to raise that the lift in his block is a problem, it has 

been this way since the block first opened, and people recently got stuck in 

it. DD is aware and Swan are due to look at getting this fixed, but he 

thought it needed replacing. CL and NBAR will take back and can speak to 

customer care.  

Residents raised that for two consecutive mornings they had no water - 

selective residents were told about the second morning by Axis. EN and DD 

were aware of this - as soon as they found out about this, they were in 

contact with Axis to ensure they informed everyone of what was happening. 

SK advised she didn’t get a text; however, RB got a text. One resident was 

told by Axis that it wasn’t an Axis issue, it was a Thames Water issue. EN 

explained that there had been a planned water outage to complete some 

works, Axis had advised Swan that a notification had gone out to residents 

for the 29th – but residents also experienced a water outage on the 28th, 

due to some other planned works which Swan were not aware of. Axis 

hadn’t communicated between two internal departments. Swan asked Axis 

to resend the communication out to residents, but EN isn’t sure if this was 

received. SK advised she did not receive this. Residents wanted to know 

whether they would receive some kind of compensation for the lack of 

information. EN will have to check, but it has been raised at a senior level at 

Axis already.  

NBI explained there are issues with the water pressure in the block – Axis 

operatives come in, but nothing is ever sorted. Eon had explained the 

pressure isn’t right, but Axis dismiss this. Many residents haven’t had a 
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working shower for a long time. Members asked whether this issue will be 

the same in Phase 2 block and would like a response and resolution on 

this. 

 

EN 

5. Regeneration Update  

CL advised that the southern end has been completed on phase 1b and 

there had been some movement in terms of commercial units - many are 

being occupied but are currently on hold due to Covid-19. Phase 1b, still in 

process of addressing minor defect issues with Hill Partnership. With 

regards to Phase 2, the cranes have been re-erected over last couple of 

months, with one crane left to be put up this month. Brick panels have 

started to be installed on southernmost block, other blocks on phase 2 

along Cotton Street are starting to resemble buildings. In terms of the road 

crossings, there are part lane closures to facilitate the works done for 

heating network - involves fairly intrusive work along Poplar High Street. 

These works will continue over to the southern side of Poplar High Street 

and over to phase 2, then onto Blashill and Camelia. There should also be 

further adaptation on Woolmore Street in the coming weeks. CL advised 

that notices should have been put up and this was also communicated 

through newsletters and other letters. Finally, Phase 3 planning application 

is still in with Council. No further news for another month or two, hoping for 

good outcome. Discussion was very positive in the main.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. 

 

 

Swan Service Update 

Neighbourhood Services update:  There was no update from the 

Neighbourhood Team.  

RICD update: The was no update from RICD Team.  

Estate Services update:  The was no update for Estate Services.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Health and Safety and Fire Safety 

Nothing additional was reported.  

 

8. AOB 

It was Mamnun Rahman’s last meeting, as he will be leaving Swan on 5th 
February. Members thanked him for all his help and wished him luck in his 
new endeavours.   

 

 

9. Date of next meeting 

 

TBA 

 

 


